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PREFACE
The National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded a 2-year EAGER grant (CMMI 1841667) to a
consortium of universities to form the Structural Extreme Events Reconnaissance (StEER) Network
(see https://www.steer.network for more details). StEER builds societal resilience by generating new
knowledge on the performance of the built environment through impactful post-disaster
reconnaissance disseminated to affected communities. StEER achieves this vision by: (1) deepening
structural engineers’ capacity for post-event reconnaissance by promoting community-driven
standards, best practices, and training, as well as their understanding of the effect of natural hazards
on society; (2) coordination leveraging its distributed network of members and partners for early,
efficient and impactful responses to disasters; and (3) collaboration that broadly engages
communities of research, practice and policy to accelerate learning from disasters. StEER works
closely with other extreme event reconnaissance organizations and the Natural Hazards Engineering
Research Infrastructure (NHERI) to foster greater potentials for truly impactful interdisciplinary
reconnaissance after disasters.

Under the banner of NHERI's CONVERGE node, StEER works closely with the wider Extreme
Events Reconnaissance consortium including the Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance
(GEER) Association and the networks for Nearshore Extreme Event Reconnaissance (NEER),
Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering Extreme Events Research (ISEEER), Social Science
Extreme Events Research (SSEER), and SUstainable Material Management Extreme Events
Reconnaissance (SUMMEER) as well as the NHERI RAPID equipment facility and NHERI
DesignSafe CI, long-term home to all StEER data and reports. While the StEER network currently
consists of the three primary nodes located at the University of Notre Dame (Coordinating Node),
University of Florida (Atlantic/Gulf Regional Node), and University of California, Berkeley (Pacific
Regional Node), StEER aspires to build a network of regional nodes worldwide to enable swift and
high quality responses to major disasters globally.

StEER’s founding organizational structure includes a governance layer comprised of core leadership
with Associate Directors for each of the primary hazards as well as cross-cutting areas of
Assessment Technologies and Data Standards, led by the following individuals:

● Tracy Kijewski-Correa (PI), University of Notre Dame, serves as StEER Director
responsible for overseeing the design and operationalization of the network and
representing StEER in the NHERI Converge Leadership Corps.

● Khalid Mosalam (co-PI), University of California, Berkeley, serves as StEER Associate
Director for Seismic Hazards, leading StEER’s Pacific Regional node and serving as
primary liaison to the Earthquake Engineering community.

● David O. Prevatt (co-PI), University of Florida, serves as StEER Associate Director for
Wind Hazards, leading StEER’s Atlantic/Gulf Regional node and serving as primary
liaison to the Wind Engineering community.

● Ian Robertson (co-PI), University of Hawai’i at Manoa, serves as StEER Associate
Director for Coastal Hazards, serving as a primary liaison to the coastal engineering
community and ensuring a robust capacity for multi-hazard assessments.

● David Roueche (co-PI), Auburn University, serves as StEER Associate Director for Data
Standards, ensuring StEER processes deliver reliable and standardized reconnaissance
data suitable for re-use by the community.
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ATTRIBUTION GUIDANCE

Reference to PVRR Analyses, Discussions or Recommendations
Reference to the analyses, discussions or recommendations within this report should be cited
using the full citation information and DOI from DesignSafe (these are available at
https://www.steer.network/products).

Citing Images from this PVRR
Images in this report are taken from public sources. Each figure caption specifies the source;
re-use of the image should cite that source directly. Note that public sources might still have
copyright issues and depending on the use case, the user may need to secure additional
permissions/rights from the original copyright owner.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Hurricane Ida made landfall as a major hurricane on the Louisiana coastline on 29 August 2021.
It generated damaging winds and storm surge causing widespread damage to structures and to
power and telecommunication infrastructure throughout Louisiana. Major damage occurred in
the south-east low-lying region. Hurricane Ida’s most severe flash flood impacts occurred in the
New England states, and accounted for 51 of 67 fatalities currently attributed to the storm. Ida
made landfall on the 16th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina’s landfall, but it was a more compact
storm, extending only about half the diameter of Katrina. Hurricane Ida’s peak winds were 18 to
50 mph below the minimum design wind speeds that were in place since Louisiana adopted its
first statewide building code in 2007. Despite this, structural damage and catastrophic failures
occurred within all building ages, categories and structural systems, including single-family and
multi-family residential structures, commercial buildings, schools, critical facilities and hospitals,
bridges, roadways and port facilities, airport hangars, roadway bridges and high-tension
electrical truss towers.

The most catastrophic damage to many single-family residences was preventable or could be
mitigated by cost-effective retrofits. Interior damage appears widespread due to failures of roof
covering (asphalt shingle and discontinuous metal roofing systems) that resulted in extensive
water leaks and interior damage. Structural failures were observed as light-framed wood metal
plate trusses were lifted off exterior walls and enabled gable end walls to collapse. Many
elevated houses failed as the connection of the superstructure to the piles appeared to fail as
the superstructure was blown apart. If we compare the impacts of Hurricane Ida and last year’s
Hurricane Laura and the outputs of investigations like StEER’s 2020 Hurricane Laura Joint
PVRR_EARR (Roueche et al., 2020), one would find there is little substantial difference in
outcomes between them.

As the initial product of this Tier 3 response, this joint PVRR-EARR documents the impacts of
Hurricane Ida within the state of Louisiana curated through our Virtual Assessment Structural
Team (VAST) and from the observations of a 3-person regional Field Assessment Structural
Team (FAST) that spent 3 days surveying damage immediately after landfall. Based on these
observations, StEER recommends the following priorities for continued research after this event:

1. Conduct a rigorous evaluation of the performance of pre- vs post-2007 construction
across all building occupancy categories within Louisiana;

2. Investigate more fully the performance of power infrastructure across both transmission
and distribution networks, with particular focus on the failure of the eight transmission
lines feeding power to New Orleans;

3. Evaluate the downstream functionality impacts of minor to moderate structural damage
in critical facilities and schools; and

4. Quantify interior damage due to rainwater ingress.
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1.0 Introduction
On August 29, 2021 Hurricane Ida made landfall near Port Fourchon, Louisiana at 11:55 am
Central Time (NHC, 2021). Hurricane Ida underwent rapid intensification in the Gulf of Mexico
and made landfall as a major hurricane (sustained wind speeds greater than 110 mph). Applied
Research Associates (ARA) current modeling projects the maximum wind speed at 128 mph
(3-second gust, over land, open terrain).

At landfall, Ida’s storm center location was only 50 miles west of Hurricane Katrina’s, which
made landfall 16 years earlier to the day. While the highest winds of Ida were more intense than
in Hurricane Katrina, Katrina’s radius to tropical storm force winds was almost twice as large as
Ida’s, and Katrina had an Integrated Kinetic Energy (IKE) rating three times higher than Ida’s
(ABC10, University of Miami). The narrower footprint of Hurricane Ida’s wind field generated
storm surge that exceeded 9 ft, far less extensive and less damaging than the catastrophic 25 ft
to 28 ft storm surge that Katrina produced 16 years ago (NHC Storm Surge Overview). In
contrast to Katrina, during Ida the levees around New Orleans remained intact, preventing
widespread flooding in the city. However, levees were overtopped in other areas in Louisiana,
producing extensive flooding of several communities. Flooding was also extensive in areas that
lacked levee protection. At its peak, nearly 1.5 million persons in Louisiana were without
electricity and many thousands lacked a water supply for days after landfall.

Structural failures occurred across all building typologies, including collapsed steel framed
airport hangars, downed high-tension electrical truss towers, failed roadway bridges, residential
and commercial structures, schools, and critical facilities. Furthermore, Ida presented a
significant threat to critical infrastructure, including the industrial corridor of key petrochemical
sites and pipelines (Masters and Henson, 2021a, 2021b), impacting short-term United States oil
production. In the Gulf of Mexico 51% of the 560 manned oil production platforms were
evacuated, as were the 11 fixed oil drilling rigs. In addition, 11 of 15 dynamically positioned
(DP) drilling rigs were also moved out of the path of the hurricane as a precaution in the days
before its arrival.

The damage to the housing stock in Louisiana was widespread, variable and in places
catastrophic. Structures in coastal communities suffered most from the combined impacts of
storm surge and the high wind speeds. Water leaks through failed roofing systems and
damaged structures also exacerbated losses by destroying the interior contents of many homes
as the water ruined interior wall finishes, flooring, and personal property. The extensive damage
to residential structures appears to date to have a disproportionately large impact on rural
populations of limited means, a recurring theme from previous post-event studies.

As Ida moved further inland beyond Louisiana (Fig. 1.1), it produced heavy rain and unsettled
weather over several states, spawning deadly tornadoes in New Jersey, Philadelphia, and
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Maryland (Cappucci and Samenow, 2021), and flash flooding in New Jersey and New York
(NWS, 2021). Unexpectedly the event resulted in extensive stoppages of the New York subway
system, and disruptions to train service in New Jersey, and halted air transportation at the
Newark Airport (e.g., NYT, 2021). As of September 3, 2021, at least 67 deaths across 8 states
have been attributed to Ida, including at least 51 in the Northeast (ABC, 2021).

The overall damage to various classes of buildings and infrastructure were consistent with
damage patterns observed in recent hurricanes of stronger wind intensity, previously reported
by StEER following 2020’s Hurricane Laura (Roueche et al., 2020) and by others. Despite Ida’s
significant impacts across several states, the new levee system in Louisiana, which was a major
investment after Katrina, held up during Ida (ASCE, 2021): an infrastructure success story as a
result of lessons learned from past disasters.

Figure 1.1. NHC 3-Day Forecast location for Hurricane Ida. Source: NHC

1.1 Societal Impact
Hurricane Ida was a strong hurricane event that produced intense rainfall, strong winds and
storm surge resulting in wind damage and coastal flooding in low-lying areas in Louisiana
(Fig.1.2). The remnants of the hurricane produced heavy downpours and flash floods as it
traversed eight states. In its immediate impact, Ida affected many communities comprising over
1.5 million people and 800,000 homes in Louisiana alone. Initial reports of fatalities and injuries
are low in part because Ida made landfall in a very rural part of southeast Louisiana, an area
with very low housing densities. At least fifteen medical facilities evacuated patients or shut
down completely, and around 2,000 people have been evacuated from hospitals that lost power
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(CBS, 2021a). The impacts of storm surge and more than 15 inches of rain typically are a
deadly combination, but the death toll in Louisiana was thankfully limited to nine people (to
date). Ida’s impact on residential infrastructure, the electrical grid, schools and communities are
extensive and yet to be fully assessed.

Figure 1.2. Hurricane Ida (a) visible satellite image, (b) estimated population and housing unit
rainfall exposure (quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF)), (c) potential storm surge, and (d)
population exposure to storm surge prior to landfall. Inset maps (b)-(d) created by Stephen

Strader. Data sources: NOAA, NOAA WPC, EPA, FEMA HIFLD.

Preliminary observations from StEER’s regional Field Assessment Structural Team (FAST-1)
suggest the maximum wind damage levels caused by Ida are on par with what was observed in
2020 from Hurricane Laura (Roueche et al., 2020), albeit mostly confined to communities close
to the coast, with more minor building damage overall in the highly populated New Orleans and
Baton Rouge areas. In contrast, there were extensive failures of the electrical grid system
throughout Louisiana, including New Orleans and Baton Rouge, with the energy company
Entergy-Louisiana (Entergy) reporting more than two hundred substations failing, over 2,000
miles of transmission lines out of service, and over 948,000 customers suffering prolonged
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power outages.
Ida also temporarily shuttered an important part of the United States economy, as it was a
significant threat to critical infrastructure, including ports in the heart of the industrial corridor
covering key petrochemical sites and pipelines (Masters and Henson, 2021a, 2021b), and
impacting short-term United States oil production. In the Gulf of Mexico, 51% of the 560 manned
oil production platforms were evacuated, as were 11 fixed oil drilling rigs. In addition, 11 of 15
dynamically positioned (DP) drilling rigs were moved out of the path of the hurricane as a
precaution in the days before its arrival, mitigating further potential economic loss and
environmental damage.

Hurricane Ida hit areas heavily affected by the 4th Surge of COVID-19 (CBS, 2021b), presenting
additional challenges to hospitals and hurricane shelters (NPR, 2021) amid the pandemic.
Presidential emergency declarations were issued for Louisiana and Mississippi on August 27
and 28 respectively (FEMA, 2021a, 2021b), ahead of the storm, and a national response
mobilized immediately after with resources including equipment and response teams (CBS,
2021b). Extensive property damage and power outages were observed within hours of Ida
landfall, some of those power outages persisted for days (NASA, 2021).

Beyond the affected communities in Louisiana (Fig. 1.3), Hurricane Ida produced downpours
and unsettled weather over several states, and the majority of fatalities. It also spawned
damaging tornadoes in New Jersey, Philadelphia, and Maryland (Cappucci and Samenow,
2021). The flash floods occurring in New Jersey and New York (NWS, 2021) resulted in
extensive stoppages of the New York subway system, train service in New Jersey and air
transportation at the Newark Airport. The majority of the Ida fatalities (over 67 confirmed at the
time of this report) occurred from flooding of basement apartment units in these major cities.
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Figure 1.3. Map of Hurricane Ida’s track over southeast Louisiana and affected towns.

1.2 Report Scope
StEER deployed a three-person FAST consisting of David B. Roueche, Brandon Rittelmeyer
and Sabarethinam Kameshwar, equipped with a street-level car-mounted panoramic camera,
unmanned aerial systems (UAS), and other equipment. Meanwhile, an 11-member Virtual
Assessment Structural Team (VAST) gathered data through reported news, social media outlets,
and the National Weather Service, etc. The first product of the StEER response to Hurricane Ida
is this Joint Preliminary Virtual Reconnaissance Report (PVRR) and Early Access
Reconnaissance Report (EARR), which is intended to:

1. provide an overview of Hurricane Ida, particularly relating to wind speed and storm
surge impacts on the built environment,

2. overview the regulatory environment and construction practices in the affected area,
3. summarize the preliminary reports of damage to residential infrastructure, schools

and critical infrastructure, power and telecommunications,
4. establish post-event conditions in affected areas with respect to access and services,
5. provide a summary of the 3-day field survey of affected areas
6. provide recommendations to inform the continued study of this event by the

engineering reconnaissance community.

As the focus of this report is on Ida’s impacts in Louisiana, where it made landfall, as described
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in Section 2, Hurricane Ida caused notable damage due to tornadoes and flooding in other
regions  of the US, particularly the northeast. These are not detailed in this report.

2.0 Hazard Characteristics

2.1 Meteorological Background
The following subsections will establish the hurricane’s early development, landfall and inland
progression, and in-situ observations. Figure 2.1 provides a general timeline of events and
storm development.

Figure 2.1. Meteorological and forecast development for Hurricane Ida (per NHC advisories).

2.1.1 Early Development

Hurricane Ida began as Tropical Depression Nine (TD9) on August, 26, 2021 in the Caribbean
Sea. Tropical storm warnings were issued for the Cayman Islands and portions of Cuba as early
as 11am EDT on 26 August. At 5:20PM U.S. Air Force Reserve Hurricane Hunters found that
TD9 had strengthened to a tropical storm at about 100 miles west-southwest of Negril, Jamaica
and at 1:15pm EDT on Friday, August 27 it attained hurricane strength as it approached Cuba
(Fig. 2.2). Hurricane Ida made landfall in western Cuba at 7:25pm with maximum sustained
winds of 80mph and a minimum central pressure of 985mbar. As Hurricane Ida approached
Cuba, forecasts called for approximately 4-6ft of storm surge. There is no information of any
losses or injuries out of Cuba at this time. As Hurricane Ida moved northwest from Cuba, it
gained access to warm ocean waters within the Gulf. Hurricane watches were issued as early
as 11pm August 26 for the Louisiana and Mississippi coasts, with warnings issued as early as
5pm August 27 for Louisiana. The NHC advisory issued at 8pm EDT, Friday, August 27
indicated that Ida could rapidly intensify over the weekend. Gulf Sea surface temperatures were
in excess of 85F (30C), providing Ida with the fuel to develop into a Category 4 storm by Sunday
morning, August 28, 2021. At 2am CDT on August 29, Ida had been reported to drop 6mbar
during the previous hour and was now a category 4 hurricane with a minimum pressure of
949mbar and 130mph winds and was still intensifying. During Hurricane Ida’s progression
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toward the Louisiana coast on August 28, the hurricane structure became more defined with a
clear eye surrounded by high cloud tops (reaching approximately -80C). Ida continued to
strengthen, even forming two eye walls, and reached approximately 150mph wind just prior to
landfall along the eastern Louisiana coast.

Figure 2.2. Hurricane Ida’s location and NHC forecast track starting with (a) 8pm EDT on
Thursday, August 28, 2021, and ending with (d) 4pm CDT on Sunday, August 29, 2021.

2.1.2 Landfall and Inland Progression

Hurricane Ida made landfall near Port Fourchon, LA on August 29, 2021 at 11:55am CDT as a
Category 4 hurricane with maximum sustained winds of 150mph (per NHC advisories), and
traveling northwest at 13mph. By 8:00pm CDT, Hurricane Ida sustained winds had dropped to
115mph. As Ida continued to shift to a more northern track, Ida began to stall with the forward
speed dropping to as low as 8mph at 4:00am CDT on Monday, August 30. This stall and shift
resulted in heavy rainfall conditions and inland flooding. Hurricane Ida eventually tracked
northeast across the U.S. and was downgraded to a tropical depression at 4:00PM CDT on
Monday, August 30 as it passed over Mississippi (Fig. 2.3). Overnight from September 1st to
2nd, the remnants of Ida proceeded to bring heavy rain and severe weather to the northeast
(discussed further in Sections 2.4 and 2.5).
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Figure 2.3. Satellite images (CIRA) of the tropical depression from Hurricane Ida from (a)
7:20am CDT August 31, to (b) 10:00am CDT  August 31, with associated radar mosaic ( NCDC),

and (c) overnight at 3:20am EDT September 1, 2021.

2.2 Hurricane Wind Field

Hurricane Ida’s wind field was sampled extensively by both permanent and mobile
anemometers at various heights and exposures. Table 2.1 summarizes confirmed gust
measurements over 90 mph from Ida, with data and metadata originally sourced from the
WeatherFlow Datascope platform, and confirmed through comparison against reported values
by the individual networks (e.g., AWOS, NDBC). The Seacor Eagle station measurement
requires further comment: this station was on an ocean-going vessel, at a non-standard
elevation, with unknown sampling rate and imprecise instrument description. It's readings are
included for completeness, but this observation is highly uncertain. Known information on the
measurement was summarized by Philippe Papin via Twitter. The estimated peak gust wind
speeds (standardized to 10 m above ground, 3-second gust averaging time and open exposure)
simulated for Hurricane Ida by Applied Research Associates (ARA) are plotted as contours in
Figure 2.4, but it should be noted that such parametric models do not account for features such
as eyewall mesovortices that can further enhance wind speeds.
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Table 2.1. Uncorrected wind gust measurements over 90 mph with known metadata.
Station Network Latitude Longitude Uncorrected

Peak Gust
(mph)

Gust
Averaging
Time (s)

Instrument
Height (ft)

Peak
Captured?

Exposure

FCMP T1 FCMP
(University of
Florida)

29.4417 -90.2634 122 3 33 Yes Open

Dulac WeatherFlow
HurrNet

29.3488 -90.7321 138 3 34 Yes Open

West Delta 27A Gulf Platform
/ AWOS

29.1210 -89.5470 111 5 113 Possibly Marine

SW Pass NDBC /
C-MAN

28.9059 -89.4287 121 5 125 Yes Marine

FCMP T5 FCMP 29.7562 -90.5587 99 3 33 Yes Open

Bayou
Bienvenue
(Vertical Lift
Gate)

WeatherFlow
ProNet

30.0025 -89.9025 99 3 90 Yes Marine

South Lafourche FAA / AWOS 29.4352 -90.2630 98 3 33 No Open

Grand Isle Buoy NOS /
COOPS

29.2647 -89.9576 95 5 30 Yes Marine

Bayou Gauche NOS /
COOPS

29.7883 -90.4200 94 5 29 Possibly Open /
Shielded

New Orleans Intl NWS / ASOS 29.9932 -90.2510 90 3 32 Possibly Open

Seacor Eagle Offshore
Support
Vessel

29.1388 -90.1975 172 None (unk.
sampling rate)

~60 Yes Marine
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Figure 2.4. Peak wind gusts estimated from Hurricane Ida (2021) by ARA using a parametric
wind field model conditioned to standardized surface observations.

2.3 Storm Surge and Coastal Flooding

Many areas of coastal Louisiana experienced flooding due to storm surge inundation that
ranged from 3 to over 9 ft.  The relatively compact size of Hurricane Ida contributed to its
moderate storm surge height (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.5. Hindcasted maximum storm surge inundation above NAVD88 as modeled by the
Coastal Emergency Risks Assessment (CERA) using ADCIRC (Source:CERA).

2.4 Rainfall and Inland Flooding

Hurricane Ida, and its remnants, left a wide swath of heavy rainfall from Louisiana to New
England (Fig. 2.6). Total rainfall exceeded 10 inches in portions of Louisiana, adding to
surge-induced inundation. Significant flooding also occurred in the northeast states of New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York. Locations from Philadelphia to New York City experienced
over 10 inches of rain, with some seeing rainfall rates greater than 3 inches per hour.
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Figure 2.6. Total rainfall accumulation during a 7-day period starting 29 August 1200 UTC
(Source: NOAA AHPS Quantitative Precipitation Estimates).

Multiple streams and rivers reached major flood stage, with some even breaking previous
records. In Pennsylvania, the East branch Brandywine Creek gauge observed a peak flood of
15.47 ft (previous record was 14.8 ft), and the Middle Brook gauge at Burnt Mills, NJ recorded a
peak flood 11.8 ft exceeding the previous record flood stage by a foot. As a result,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York experienced flooded streets and flooded basements
of some residences and disruptions to the New York subway system and train service in New
Jersey, as shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7. Flooding in Philadelphia and Jersey City as a result of the remnants of Hurricane
Ida.

2.5 Tornadoes

In addition to extreme flooding, tornadoes (see counts in parentheses) were also reported in
Mississippi (1), Alabama (7), Maryland (3), Pennsylvania (3), and New Jersey (3) in association
with Hurricane Ida. Figure 2.8a shows all the flash flood, severe weather, and tornado watches
and warnings issued from September 1st to September 3rd, 2021 (Iowa State University
Mesonet). Tornado warnings were issued from Mississippi to Virginia to even New York City with
reports of tornadoes near Blacksburg, VA, Annapolis, MD, and Mullica Hill, NJ (Fig. 2.8b). These
locations had confirmed tornadoes with rankings of an EF-1, EF-2, and EF-3, respectively (as of
September 3, 2021). The Annapolis, Virginia and Mullica Hill, New Jersey tornadoes (Fig. 2.9)
produced the most significant building damage and had estimated peak wind speeds of 125mph
and 150mph, respectively.
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Figure 2.8. NWS issued severe weather-related watches and warnings for 1-3 September,
2021, (b) Mullica Hill, NJ tornado.

Figure 2.9. Tornado reports for 8/30 (12), 8/31 (3), and 9/1 (8) associated with Hurricane Ida.
(Source: Storm Prediction Center).
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3.0 Local Codes and Construction Practices
The StEER’s Joint PVRR-EARR following Hurricane Laura in 2020 provides a summary of the
building codes (Roueche et al., 2020), construction practices and the Insurance Institute for
Business and Home Safety (IBHS) Rating the States report for the state of Louisiana. In
January 2007, two years following the establishment of the Louisiana State Uniform
Construction Code Council (LSUCCC), Louisiana’s statewide building code became effective.
As is the case across many states, the Louisiana building code is based on the International
Code Council (ICC) model building codes: (i) International Building Code (IBC) is applicable to
nearly every new building, including residences; (ii) International Residential Code (IRC) is
relevant exclusively to one- and two-family homes up to three stories tall; and (iii) the
International Existing Building Code (IEBC) governs renovations, updates, repairs or other
modifications to existing buildings (MLM Inc, 2020). LSUCCC adopts these model codes, with
some exclusions and modifications. Notably, the state has made modest progress in improving
the IBHS rating of its building code in the last three editions

The original LSUCC incorporated the 2006 version of the IBC and IRC, and subsequent
amendments adopted newer versions as follows: the 2009 IBC/IRC was adopted in January of
2011, the 2012 IBC/IRC was adopted in 2014, and the 2015 IBC/IRC was adopted in February
of 2018. Prior to 2007, building codes were adopted at the local or parish levels. Prior to 2007,
each of the 383 jurisdictions in Louisiana could select model codes independently, but by 2005
only 39 jurisdictions had enforced building codes (Joiner, 2021).

The 700-yr return period design wind speeds in this region have remained unchanged from at
least ASCE 7-05 through ASCE 7-16 for most (Category II) buildings (Scott, 2018). The
NIST/ARA Preliminary Peak Gust Wind Speed map (Release 2) shows the relationship between
Ida’s 3-second gusts wind speeds relative to ASCE 7-16 design wind speeds, indicating peak
gusts from Ida were well below (18 mph to 50 mph below) the current ASCE 7-16 design wind
speeds for Risk Category II construction in the impact locations (Fig. 3.1). The differential map
in Figure 3.1 is therefore a fair representation for any post-2007 construction, and shows that
Ida did not reach design-level intensity for this class of building.

For a more comprehensive history of the wind resistant building code requirements in LA, the
reader is encouraged to read the relevant sections in StEER’s Hurricane Laura Joint
PVRR-EARR (Roueche et al., 2020).
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Figure 3.1. Preliminary wind field for Hurricane Ida, courtesy of Applied Research Associates
(ARA) and made available by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) including

contours defining hazard gradient relative to track and overlay of relative ASCE 7-16 Risk
Category II design wind speeds. Note that the equivalent 700-yr return period design wind

speeds for Louisiana have not changed significantly since publication of ASCE 7-05 in 2006.

4.0 StEER Response Strategy
StEER activated an 11-member VAST for Hurricane Ida on 27 August 2021 to begin assembling
data from many sources including news media, social media outlets and the National Weather
Service for compilation in this report. StEER elevated its response to Tier 3 two days after
landfall on 31 August 2021, resulting in the activation of a regional FAST to collect rapid
assessment data using a vehicle-mounted street-level panoramic camera and Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS). Figure 4.1 shows the 336 miles of routes mapped using the street-level
panoramic camera. Summaries of FAST-1 observations for each day were issued on the
DesignSafe Slack channel for this event (#hurricane-ida-2021) are available through the
following links: Day 1 (8/31/2021), Day 2 (9/1/2021), and Day 3 (9/2/2021). These will also be
curated in DesignSafe with the final dataset. Table 4.1 lists the major townships and roadways
that FAST-1 captured in its assessment, and the observations distilled from their work are folded
into Section 5 Damage to Buildings.
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Figure 4.1. Routes through the impacted areas in Louisiana mapped by FAST-1 using a
vehicle-mounted street-level panoramic camera.

Table 4.1.  Geographic Coverage of FAST-1

31 August
(Streetview and UAV)

Napoleonville
Thibodaux
Gray
Houma
Ashland/Houma
HWY 90 Between Raceland and Des Allemands
St. John’s Parish along Airline Hwy (LA-61)

1 September
Streetview and UAV

New Orleans (Kenner/Elmwood/Jefferson)
Failed Transmission Tower in Bridge City (dense point cloud)
LA-1/LA-308/LA-3235

2 September
Streetview

Along LA-56: Chauvin, Cocodrie
Along LA-55/LA-24: Montegut, Bourg, Presquile
Along LA-182: Houma
Along US-90: Raceland, Des Allemands, Paradis, Boutte
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5.0 Damage to Buildings
Observations in this section are limited to those caused by Hurricane Ida in Louisiana. The
severe damage that occurred due to the hurricane-induced tornadoes across the eastern US
and the severe flooding warrant further attention, but are not included in this report.

In Louisiana, FAST-1 observed a pronounced north-south damage gradient, with both more
widespread damage and higher frequency of severe structural damage in communities near the
coast. Frequency and levels of visible damage decreased further north and away from the
coast. These observations were corroborated by review of public information obtained via social
media and other platforms. The east-west damage gradient was less pronounced within the
regions assessed. The greatest damage was broadly found in areas that experienced direct
impacts of the eyewall, and widespread differences between damage levels on the east and
west sides of the track centerline were not apparent. The following sections summarize damage
by major building and infrastructure classes.

5.1 Single-Family Residential Buildings

Severe structural damage, up to and including failure of roof framing members and partial or
complete wall collapse, was commonly observed in coastal communities such as Grand Isle,
Cocodrie, Chauvin, and Dulac. The data suggests Grand Isle sustained the most severe
damage, including complete collapses, with the highest frequency, driven by high winds and
storm surge.

The severe damage to residential structures in the other coastal communities appeared to be
primarily wind-driven, including several instances of complete structural collapse, although a few
collapses appeared due to combined high wind and storm surge. VAST and FAST-1
observations show a variety of wind induced damage in the building envelope such as wall
cover and roof cover losses, structural damage such as loss of wood sheathing and framing,
and complete loss of the main wind force resisting system. Many of the observed single-family
residential homes in this area are elevated homes mounted on wood piers to resist storm surge
impact and reduce losses of interior contents due to inundation. The damage to single-family
residential buildings was highly variable within all of these communities, and preliminary
observations suggest between 25-50% of homes experienced no more than minor roof cladding
loss, often situated adjacent to destroyed homes. Further study is necessary to separate out the
primary causal factors for the damage, but anecdotally, it appears correlated to building age
and/or construction era of the houses. On Grand Isle, the freeboard (height of the first floor
elevation above maximum wave height) was also critical, and observed to vary widely within that
community.

The residential community on Grand Isle, LA saw some of the highest storm surge and the
highest wind speeds peaking at 120 mph (3-s gust) and 97 mph (60s sustained) as estimated
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by the NIST/ARA windfield. Drone footage reveals that several elevated houses were swept off
their pilings while others survived with variable damage levels (Fig. 5.1). The drone footage
suggests a wide range of damage from undamaged houses, building envelope damage, and
roofing damage. Detailed, direct damage studies are needed to confirm the causes of the
observed damage. More information such as the year of construction of these homes can shed
some light into why there are many discrepancies in performance between adjacent homes.

Figure 5.1. Aerial drone view of neighborhood location in Grand Isle, LA.  Source:
LiveStormsMedia

While the worst damage appeared to be most concentrated in Grand Isle, FAST-1 observed
similar structural failures in Cocodrie, Dulac, and Chauvin. North of Houma, structural damage
(i.e., damage to the main wind force resisting elements) appears isolated to rare based on
FAST-1 observations, social media reports, and preliminary review of the NOAA aerial imagery.
Roof cover and wall cladding damage was common, however, and extended at least as far
north as New Orleans.

Figure 5.2 provides a collage illustrating several failure mechanisms observed in single-family
housing. These are not intended to be representative of housing performance overall, but are
geolocated wherever possible so that comparisons can be made with surrounding structures as
more data becomes available.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f) (g)

(h) (i)

Figure 5.2 (a), (b). Severe damage to floor, walls,and roof of two elevated houses in Grand Isle,
La (Source: The Daily Advertiser); (c) Contrasting levels of damage to elevated houses in
Grand Isle, LA; (d) Loss of gable end wall of an elevated house in Grand Isle, Louisiana

(Source: The Daily Advertiser); (e) damage to an elevated house located at 1845 LA-1 Grand
Isle, Louisiana (Source: The Daily Advertiser); (f) Roof structure damage to a home in Chauvin,
LA aligned with large porch overhang (GPS: 29.2748, -90.6450; Source: FAST-1); (g) example
of an isolated roof structure failure with surrounding homes exhibiting only minor roof cover loss

and power poles still standing in Houma, LA (GPS: 29.5591, -90.6261; Source: FAST-1), (h)
Loss of discontinuous metal roof shingles on a home near Montegut, LA (GPS: 29.4971,

-90.5754; Source: FAST-1); (i) Uplift of corrugated metal roof panels and spray foam insulation
on a home in Cocodrie, LA (GPS: 29.3024, -90.6484; Source: FAST-1).

5.2 Multi-Family Residential Buildings
Damage to multi-family residential buildings included loss of roof cover and wall cladding,
collapse of gable end walls, and uplift of roof sheathing. A few observations are provided in
Figure 5.3. Widespread structural collapses were not observed, but interior damage and
economic impacts from the cladding damage is likely extensive even without collapse, as
secondary water barriers were not observed in any of the damaged buildings. FAST-1
investigators in Houma, LA observed some blown-off shingles had improper fastener placement.
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Some shingles had only four fasteners with fastener spacings that exceed code-specified
distances, and fasteners outside of prescribed nailing zones.

Damage to multi-family residential buildings extended as far north as New Orleans. Loss of roof
cover is shown in Figure 5.3(d) to a set of apartment buildings just north of I-10 in New Orleans.
FAST-1 noted a few sheathing panels removed in these same areas in addition to the roof cover
loss (Fig. 5.4). Some of the damaged buildings noted by FAST-1 and through review of Civil Air
Patrol imagery were also damaged during Hurricane Katrina (2005).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.3. Illustrative damage to multi-family residential structures, including (a) extensive
roof cover loss and gable end collapses to pre-2007 townhomes in Lockport, LA (GPS:
29.654, -90.539; Source: Brain Emfinger via Twitter); (b) extensive roof cover loss to

apartment buildings in Houma, LA constructed in 2010 (GPS: 29.604, -90.757; Source:
FAST-1); (c) gable end collapse and loss of roof cover to an apartment building in Houma, LA
constructed in 2008 (GPS: 29.59597, -90.72584; Source: Nick Wagner via Twitter); (d) minimal

roof cover loss to apartment buildings in New Orleans just north of I-10 (GPS: 29.995741,
-90.076082; Source: Civil Air Patrol). The buildings were constructed in 2010, replacing the
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original apartment buildings at this site which were heavily damaged and flooded during
Hurricane Katrina (2005).

Figure 5.4. (a) Pre-Hurricane Ida, and (b) Post-Hurricane Ida views of a damaged apartment
building in New Orleans, LA, including partial uplift of wood roof structure and sheathing.

Historical Google map imagery shows that this pre-1998 multi-family residential complex had
had its roofing system replaced after suffering damage during Hurricane Katrina (2005). (GPS:

29.998522, -90.150262; Source: Google Streetview, Civil Air Patrol).

5.3 Commercial Buildings

FAST-1 noted that damage to commercial buildings was anecdotally more widespread than in
other hurricanes of similar magnitude, but it is too early to verify or to opine on the cause. While
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damage was more prominent in older building stock, many modern commercial buildings also
experienced damage, up to and including partial structural collapse. Commercial building
performance herein is separated into three classes: (1) isolated retail; (2) strip-malls; and (3)
industrial buildings. Additional commercial buildings that qualified as historical buildings are
described in Section 5.8.

5.3.1. Isolated Retail Buildings

Typical damage to isolated retail buildings (Fig. 5.5) included loss of roofing material and failure
of wall cladding systems. In a few instances, partial collapse was observed. Loss of corrugated
metal panels installed on wood battens was a commonly observed failure that anecdotally often
appeared to be disproportionate to surrounding damage levels. Metal panels typically remained
attached to the wood battens, indicating battens were inadequately fastened to the supporting
wood rafters or trusses.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.5. Illustrative damage to commercial buildings, including (a) corrugated metal roof
panels peeled off a roof in Houma, LA [GPS: 29.6219, -90.7479]; (b) roof and wall structure
damage to the Bowl South of Louisiana bowling alley, a 27,000 sq. ft. complex in Houma, LA

[GPS: 29.58737, -90.70238]; (c) failed wall cladding on a Dollar General store in Golden
Meadow, LA [GPS:  29.3919, -90.2732]; and (d) A collapsed commercial sign and light roof
cover damage, illustrative of the levels of damage observed in New Orleans to older retail

buildings [GPS: 29.9797, -90.2427].
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Buildings associated with national retail or restaurant brands (e.g., Walmart, McDonalds)
generally seemed to fare better than local shops, but also tended to be more recently
constructed. Isolated roof cover failures to retail buildings occurred even in downtown New
Orleans (Fig. 5.5d). Such failures, while not structural, can lead to extensive interior water
damage, as illustrated in Figure 5.6, when secondary water barriers are not used.

Figure 5.6 Interior damage of shops at Citi Trends in Plaza Caillou located at  814-836 Grand
Caillou Rd, Houma, LA 70363 (GPS: 29.58398, -90.69805; Source: dailymail.co.uk)

Gas station failures were also frequently observed, with loss of canopy structure and/or cladding
material being the most common failures (Fig. 5.7). A few complete collapses of canopies and
columns were observed, but these were not common. Multiple gas stations even as far south as
Larose, LA were functioning by Day 3 of the FAST-1 deployment (9/2/2021), operating on
backup power systems.

(a) (b)
Figure 5.7 Cladding damage to two Exxon gas station canopies, located at (a) 14130 US-90,
Boutte, LA 70039 [29.892258, -90.40828] and (b) 1241 Tate Cove Rd, Ville Platte, LA 70586

[30.69976, -92.26099]. (Source: (a) NOLA.com, (b) NOLA.com).
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5.3.2. Strip Malls

Strip malls exhibited varied performance, but where observed, damage was confined to the
building envelope. Structural damage to strip malls was not observed by FAST-1 or in review of
public information sources. Figure 5.8 illustrates some of the more severe damage observed.

Notable among these is wall cladding failure in a pre-2007 strip mall in Houma, extensive loss of
roof cover and rooftop equipment on a pre-1990 strip mall in Houma, and a partially failed
built-up membrane roof system in Raceland, LA. The damage to the strip mall in Raceland, LA
aligns with expected regions of flow separation if the front wall (i.e., used for entry) is the
windward wall. The front wall faces west in this strip mall. The exact age of the roof and any
maintenance records were not available at the time of this report. Peak gust wind speeds at
each of the locations shown in Figure 5.8 were approximately 120 mph based on the ARA wind
fields. Interior damage from such losses is likely extensive.
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Figure 5.8. (Top) Partial failure of EIFS wall cover on a strip mall in Houma, LA built between
1998 and 2004 (GPS: 29.6137, -90.756; Source: FAST-1); (Middle) extensive loss of built-up

membrane roof and failure of roof-top HVAC units on a pre-1990 strip mall in Houma, LA (GPS:
29.578, -90.688; Source: AP Photo/David J. Phillip); (Bottom) partial failure to a built-up

membrane roof on a strip mall in Raceland, LA; age of the roofing system unknown (GPS:
29.804, -90.815; Source: Civil Air Patrol).
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5.3.3. Industrial Buildings

Damage to industrial buildings included multiple partial collapses in the more coastal
communities and frequent roof cover and cladding loss in those same areas, as well as further
north. FAST-1 observed at least 5 metal buildings with end bay collapses as illustrated in Figure
5.9a,b, a common failure mechanism also noted by StEER following Hurricane Michael (2021)
(Marshall et al., 2021). Failures of roll-up doors were also frequently observed, sometimes
accompanied by further structural damage due to internal pressurization (Fig 5.9c).

(a) Collapsed end bay in a
metal building (constructed
pre-2000) just south of
Lockport, LA (GPS:
29.612202, -90.489968,
Source: FAST-1).

(b) Partially collapsed metal
building (constructed between
1998 and 2004) in south
Houma, LA (GPS: 29.5521,
-90.6802; Source: FAST-1).

(c) Sectional doors detached
from tracks in a storage facility
in Thibodaux, LA (GPS:
29.761,-90.826; Source:
FAST-1).

Figure 5.9. Illustrative failures of industrial buildings.
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5.4 Healthcare/Medical Facilities

The Louisiana Department of Health reported the five most-impacted hospitals were St. Charles
Parish Hospital, Lady of the Sea, St. Anne Hospital in Raceland, Chabert Medical Center in
Houma, and Terrebonne General Health System (Chatlani and Westwood, 2021). Figure 5.10
shows the location of these hospitals and the respective wind contours for each location.

Figure 5.10. (left) Location of five significantly affected hospitals in Louisiana; (right) Location of
the mentioned hospitals and the respective wind contour lines (innermost contour is at 120 mph

and the contour interval is 10 mph).

The emergency and operating rooms of the St. Charles Parish Hospital were destroyed (Hunter,
2021), and Terrebonne General Medical Services suffered structural damage and lost its water
supply. Both structures likely sustained 110 mph gust wind speeds (Magill, 2021). In Lafourche
Parish, the Lady of the Sea General Hospital lost its roofing system due to approximately 120
mph winds. No injuries were reported, but many patients were moved to other areas in the
hospital (Hunter, 2021). The St. Anne Hospital in Raceland also suffered roof damage, including
a section above an elevator. Double-pane windows in two patient rooms were damaged, but
hospital leaders noted no injuries (Adams, 2021). The Chabert Medical Center in Houma
suffered roof damage and water leaks (Magill, 2021). About 45 patients had to be evacuated
due to the damage (Adams, 2021). Thibodaux Regional Medical Center reported a partial
generator failure, requiring some ICU patients to be transferred to another care unit in the
hospital (Woodruff and Gallo, 2021).

Many hospitals reported extensive roof damage, water leaks, generator failures, and broken
windows, but no deaths or injuries directly related to structural damages have been reported to
date (Santana and Deslatte, 2021).

Ochsner Health reported that the Ochsner Medical Center on Jefferson Highway in New
Orleans had enough backup power and water to keep the facility fully functioning after Ida. The
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hurricane caused some roof damage and water intrusion (related damage noted in Fig. 5.11),
but all patients remained safe throughout and were not affected (Ochsner Health, 2021). In the
same report, Ochsner Health noted that it was caring for approximately 700 COVID patients in
hospitals throughout its system, illustrating the unique juxtaposition of hazards that COVID-19
threat posed with Hurricane Ida.

The roof failure that occurred to the Lady of the Sea General Hospital in Cut Off (Fig. 5.12) was
captured on video as it occurred (Fig. 5.13).

Figure 5.11. Broken windows observed at Ochsner Medical Center in Jefferson, LA.
(Location: 29.961°, -90.146°; Source: FAST-1).

Figure 5.12. Extensive roof damage at Lady of the Sea General Hospital in Cut Off, LA.
(Aerial image from Civil Air Patrol imagery. Location: 29.456°, -90.311°)
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Figure 5.13. (a) Pre-storm view of the Lady of the Sea Hospital. (b) Screenshot of the video that
shows the wind ripping off part of the roof. Location: 200 W 134th Pl, Cut Off, LA 70345

[29.456856, -90.311315]. Source: Megan Cheramie via Twitter.

5.5 Schools

Exposure of schools to Hurricane Ida was high, as illustrated in Table 5.1. Peak wind gusts of at
least 100 mph were experienced by 149 public schools, with total enrollment near 75,000
students. FAST-1 and review of public information sources noted that many schools that
experienced wind speeds greater than 100 mph sustained damage. The performance of several
schools is noted in Figures 5.14-5.18, but a more extensive study of expected vs actual
performance is warranted given the number of schools that were affected.

Table 5.1. Exposure of public schools in Louisiana to various levels of Hurricane Ida’s winds

Peak Wind
Speed
(mph)

Education Level
Total No.
Schools

Total
EnrollmentElementary Middle High Secondary Other

< 60 376 114 154 0 91 735 347987

61 - 70 30 12 15 0 2 59 30573

71 - 80 102 39 36 2 12 191 95833

81 - 90 66 23 18 4 1 112 68480

91 - 100 89 13 36 2 16 156 86678

101 - 110 50 9 10 0 6 75 37079

111 - 120 17 10 3 0 3 33 17258

121 - 130 24 10 6 0 1 41 20368

Source: Schools data from Oak Ridge National Laboratory via HIFLD GeoPlatform. Wind
speeds from the NIST/ARA wind field.
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Figure 5.14. Roof damage at Pointe-aux-Chenes Elementary School (Source: Homatoday).
(Location:  29.49140, -90.52030).

Figure 5.15. Partial wall collapse in under-construction wing of Hahnville High School in
Boutte, LA. (Location: 29.8901°, -90.4065°)
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Figure 5.16. Loss of awnings and minor damage to roof flashing, but otherwise no visible
damage at Grand Caillou Middle School in Houma, LA. (Aerial image from Civil Air Patrol

imagery. Location: 29.5519°, -90.6786°)
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Figure 5.17. Significant metal roof cover loss at Upper Little Caillou Elementary School in
Chauvin, LA. (Top) Ground view of the damage as captured by the FAST-1 street-level
panoramic camera; (Bottom) Aerial view of the damage captured by the Civil Air Patrol.

(Location: 29.4977°, -90.5765°)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 5.18. Extensive loss of roof cover and wall cladding and structural damage to an
auxiliary building at South Lafourche High School in Cut Off, LA. The majority of the structures

on the campus were constructed prior to 2000, although exact dates of construction are
unknown. (a-d) Photos from FAST-1; (e) Aerial oblique captured by the Civil Air Patrol

(Location: 29.4671°, -90.3108°).
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5.6 Government Facilities

Government facilities include emergency operation centers, courthouses, post offices, fire
stations, etc. One type of facility with consistent evidence of damage was fire stations, with both
FAST-1 and public media reporting multiple instances of damage. Figures 5.19-5.23 illustrate
examples of observed performance levels. Large door failures and loss of other cladding
elements was most commonly observed, but structural damage including partial uplift of the roof
structure occurred in the Little Caillou Volunteer Fire Station. The station walls were constructed
of masonry (reinforcement unknown) with a wood roof structure consisting of glulam beams at
the ridge and eaves with 2x8 wood rafters spanning approximately 16 ft between them. Rafters
rested on the ridge beam but there was no evidence in the available photos of any positive
connection between the rafters and the ridge beam such as joist hangers or hurricane straps.
The mixed performance of fire stations deserves further attention, particularly with respect to
how the various levels of structural damage affects the functionality of these critical facilities.

Figure 5.19. Window and large door failure at Herbert Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire
Station at 4040 US-90 in Avondale, LA built pre-2000 (Location: 29.912°, -90.227°).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.20. Before (a) and after (b, c) images of the damaged wood-frame roof of the Little
Caillou Volunteer Fire Department station located at 4588 LA-56, Chauvin, LA 70344, and

constructed before 2000 based on historical imagery (Source: The Commercial Appeal and
Google Maps).
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Figure 5.21. Large door failure and wall cladding loss at Bayou Grand Caillou Fire Station at
6129 LA-57 near Dulac, constructed between 1998 and 2004 (Location: 29.4337, -90.7012).

Figure 5.22. Large door failure, some metal roof deck loss, and wall deformation around
garage door openings at Lockport Volunteer Fire Station at 802 LA-308 in Lockport, LA built in

the 1990s (Location: 29.623°, -90.500°).
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Figure 5.23. No visible damage to the North Galliano Fire Station at 17475 LA-3235 in
Galliano, LA, constructed sometime between 2012 and 2015 (Location: 29.448°, -90.314°).

Performance of a few other government facilities observed by FAST-1 are noted as follows:

The Houma Civic Center suffered minor roof cover uplift in the north corner of the roof, while
an auxiliary building northwest of the main facility lost most of its roof cover (Fig. 5.24), exposing
the interior to severe water damage. The roof and windows on both the main facility and
auxiliary building had been upgraded in 2016 to meet the 130 mph standard according to Ellis
(2016). It is unknown whether a secondary water barrier was part of the upgrade for the main
facility. This 130 mph standard matches the requirements for this area from ASCE 7-05. The
equivalent wind speed in ASCE 7-16 for a Category III building at this location is 160 mph. The
estimated peak gust wind speeds from Ida at this location were 120 mph based on the
NIST/ARA windfield.

The Houma Fire Training Center/Safe Room facility at 2104 Morris St showed no evidence of
exterior damage (Fig. 5.25). The facility was constructed in 2019 to provide life safety protection
for an estimated 56 critical/essential services personnel during a Category 5 hurricane.
Structures surrounding the facility experienced a range of minor damage, from roof cover loss to
failure of a few large doors, and a few downed power poles. The estimated wind speed at the
location was 120 mph based on the NIST/ARA windfield.

The Golden Meadows Emergency Operations Center did not suffer any visible exterior
damage (Fig. 5.26). The facility serves as the emergency operations center for Golden Meadow
and southern Lafourche during hurricanes. It opened in July 2010, and was constructed to
withstand 150 mph gust winds while sitting 12 ft above mean sea level. The stated design wind
speed aligns with the ASCE 7-05 50-year mean recurrence interval design wind speed for this
location, meaning that the equivalent ASCE 7-16 design wind speed is approximately 170 mph.
The peak gust wind speed estimated at this location during Hurricane Ida was 122 mph based
on the ARA/NIST wind field.
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Figure 5.24. Minor roof cover uplift at the main facility of the Houma Civic Center (GPS:
29.5799, -90.7254), and severe roof cover uplift in an auxiliary building located to the northwest
of the main facility. The roofs were installed in 2016 to meet the wind requirements at the time.

Figure 5.25. No damage observed to the Safe Room at the City of Houma’s Fire Training
Center (GPS: 29.5929, -90.6985). The facility was constructed in 2019 to serve as a safe room

for critical personnel. Image from the FAST-1 panoramic imaging.
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Figure 5.26. No exterior damage observed to the Golden Meadow Emergency Operation
Center (GPS: 29.39237, -90.27309). The facility was constructed in 2010. Image from the

FAST-1 panoramic imaging.

5.7 Mobile/Manufactured Homes

Performance of mobile/manufactured homes was mixed, but FAST-1 indicated damage was
more extensive in both occurrence and level compared to other residential buildings. There
were several instances of mobile homes overturning due to high winds, some with potentially
poor anchorage practices (e.g., see Fig. 5.27 bottom image for home with transport wheels still
attached) but others with nominal Zone II anchorage (ground anchors and vertical and diagonal
straps at ~6 ft on center). Others performed quite well, suggesting a more detailed study of
causal factors would be beneficial (Fig. 5.28).
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Figure 5.27. Representative damage to manufactured homes on LA-57 between Houma and
Dulac (Approximate locations: [Top] 29.4720°, -90.7011°, [Bottom]  29.4973°, -90.6850°).

Figure 5.28. (left) Overturning of mobile home  in Houma, LA (Source: The Commercial
Appeal); (right) Manufactured home at 766 Aragon Road in Montegut that experienced very
minor wall cladding loss and damage to entry stairs, but was otherwise not visibly damaged

(Location: 29.501°, -90.557°).

5.8 Historical Buildings

A few well-known New Orleans buildings located within the historic area demonstrated
interesting failure mechanisms documented below in Figure 5.29. The exterior brick cladding on
the gable end wall of the Little Gem Saloon collapsed, leaving the combination light gauge
cold-formed steel and light framed wood back up wall in place. The Karnofsky Tailor Shop which
was built in 1913, failed catastrophically by the collapse of all four multi-wythe brick bearing
walls, possibly due to the combination of wind and ponding rain. This structure was listed on the
National Register of Historic Places and was notable as a residence for the young Louis
Armstrong, who was a friend of the Karnofsky family.
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 5.29 (a) Pre-Ida view (annotations added) from Google Maps; (b) The Buddy Bolden
mural on the wall of the Little Gem Saloon located at 445 S Rampart St, New Orleans, LA 70112

[29.95095, -90.07514], Photo by Max Becherer, NOLA.com, The Times-Picayune, The New
Orleans Advocate NOLA.com; (c) Vehicle pushed into Italian Pie building during Ida (Source:

Photo by Max Becherer, NOLA.com, The Times-Picayune | The New Orleans Advocate found in
NOLA.com); (d) pre-hurricane view of the Karnofsky Tailor Shop (Google Maps) (e-g)
Catastrophic failure of the Karnofsky Tailor Shop and residence building (29.951211°N

90.074962°W), including before /after photos taken two hours apart during Hurricane Ida
showing the failure from overhead. Source: Laila Vanessa Stuvik via Twitter.
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6.0 Damage to Infrastructure
Hurricane damage to important parts of the Louisiana infrastructure resulted in state-wide and
localized negative impacts. Downed telecommunication towers interrupted cell phone and
landline services, as did the failure of electrical transmission towers which brought down the
electrical grid in most of the state. Bridges were damaged and roadways washed away cutting
access to some coastal communities.  Ports and an airport were also severely damaged.

6.1 Power and Telecommunications Infrastructure

Entergy, the primary power utility company in Louisiana, reported failure of all eight of its
transmission lines to the New Orleans area (Entergy New Orleans, 2021). This included
apparent wind damage causing the failure of an Entergy transmission tower as shown in Figure
6.1 near the Mississippi River between Avondale and Bridge City, Louisiana (Adelson and
Calder, 2021). Transmission lines to Orleans, Jefferson, St. Bernard, Plaquemines, Charles, and
Terrebonne Parishes were also damaged, causing widespread outages as detailed in Section
7.1.

Overall, Entergy reported failures to 216 substations and 207 transmission lines, with over 2,000
miles of transmission lines out of service, causing 948,000 outages (697,000 from Entergy
Louisiana and 205,000 from Entergy New Orleans) out of the nearly 1.2 million customers in
Louisiana (Entergy Corporate, 2021). Distribution system damage in Louisiana and Mississippi
as of 9 p.m. Sept. 3 included 22,567 poles, 26,729 spans of wire and 5,261 transformers
damaged or destroyed. The number of poles damaged or destroyed is already more than
Katrina, Zeta and Delta combined (Entergy Newsroom, 2021).

Telecommunications infrastructure was similarly impacted primarily in Louisiana. AT&T (2021)
indicated in a statement that several network facilities went offline Sunday evening as Ida
moved over Louisiana, and some of these were inaccessible in the following days due to
flooding. Impacts were not as significant in neighboring states, with few outages reported. As
the StEER FAST team was deployed, personnel confirmed that AT&T users lacked coverage
throughout most of the affected regions, but other providers seemed to be operational.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 6.1 Collapsed Entergy transmission tower supporting high-voltage lines that crossed the
Mississippi River into New Orleans. Estimated peak gust wind speeds at this location (10 m
height, open exposure) were 105 mph. (Sources: (a) nola.com, McAuley and Wells 2021, (b)

and (c) FAST-1) (Location: 29.9244, -90.1787).
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6.2 Airports

The Houma-Terrebonne Airport’s Hangar was directly in the path of Ida. Figure 6.2 shows
extreme damage to hangars and to aircrafts inside (The Weather Channel, 2021). These
steel-framed structures were subjected to maximum wind gusts of approximately 120 mph.
FAST-1 visited New Orleans international airport but did not observe any exterior damage.

Figure 6.2. Hangars at Houma-Terrebonne Airport totally collapsed destroying aircraft. Location:
10264 E Main St, Houma, LA 70363. [29.56740278, -90.66035278]. Source: The Weather

Channel (2021)

6.3 Bridges

The Kerner Swing Bridge in Lafitte, LA. was hit by a run-away barge, severing the only vehicular
roadway to the Barataria area of Jefferson Parish (Fig. 6.3). This is an important lifeline for the
1200 persons living in Barataria. Indeed, with the bridge out of service, six houses were
completely destroyed by fire because the firefighting vehicles could not get to Barataria (Nola).

FAST-1 also observed mechanical malfunction in several movable bridges along Louisiana
State Highway 55. Consequently, some bridges were closed to traffic. FAST-1 also observed
spalling on bridge columns of a draw bridge on Louisiana State highway 308, shown in Figure
6.4, potentially caused by wind-induced motion of the chain leading to impact.
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Figure 6.3. Kerner Swing Bridge damaged by a barge in Jean Lafitte, Louisiana (Source:
REUTERS/Marco Bello and NEWSNATION).
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Figure 6.4. Concrete spalling in a column of a draw bridge along LA 308 (29.568719N,
90.374220W, Source: FAST-1).

Abutment scour was observed by FAST-1 on Louisiana State Highway 56 (29.33246N,
90.64286W), which can be seen from the NOAA aerial imagery in Figure 6.5. Abutment scour
resulted in lane closure on the bridge. On Louisiana State Highway 56, a NEER team observed
uprooting of marsh vegetation in the vicinity of the bridge on Louisiana State Highway 1
between Leeville and Port Fourchorn. This observation suggests potential for scour at bridge
piers, which should be inspected to ensure safety.
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Figure 6.5. Abutment scour (arrowed) in a bridge along LA 56  (29.33246N, 90.64286W,
Source: NOAA).

6.4 Roadways

Roadway washout was observed east of Port Fourchon along Louisiana State Highway 1,
shown in Figure 6.6 (29.18188N, 90.10288W). As seen in Figure 6.7, several roads in Grand
Isle were either washed out or covered with sediment. Roadway washout was reported in
Mississippi along State Highway 26 near Lucedale, which killed two and injured 10 people and
was likely caused by rainfall during hurricane Ida (Fig. 6.8). FAST-1 did not observe significant
roadway damage.
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Figure 6.6. Roadway washout east of Port Fourchorn, Louisiana (Source: NOAA).

Figure 6.7. Sand-covered and/or washed away roadways near beach, Grand Isle, Louisiana
(Source: NOAA).
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Figure 6.8. Roadway washout near Lucedale, Mississippi (Source: CNN).

6.5 Other Lifelines

Approximately 441,000 people in 17 parishes had no water, and an additional 319,000 were
under boil-water advisories due to shutdowns of water-treatment facilities in Louisiana. The
shutdowns appear to be indirect effects of the power outages and flooding per reports from
public officials (McGill et al, 2021). Additional details are provided in Section 7.2.

6.6 Port Facilities

Hurricane Ida made its landfall near Port Fourchon at 11:55 am, resulting in the collapse of the
largest facility Port C-2 and damage to the components and cladding on various facilities (Figs.
6.9-6.10). Port Fourchon is a critical facility, currently serving 90% of the oil production industry
in the Gulf of Mexico. Over 400 vessels use the port every day, receiving both local and foreign
crude cargo to be refined and transported throughout the nation. Failure of such structures
represents a major loss for the regional economy, since 10-15% of the nation's domestic oil and
crude production is handled at Port Fourchon. Additional damage to docks caused by idle
vessels had been reported by (Moore, 2021) in the Dulac, Lafourche and Terrebonne parishes
which will impact the fishing and shrimp industry.
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Figure 6.9. Port Fourchon infrastructure severely damaged by both wind and flood (Source :
Rep. Garret Graves via Twitter).

Figure 6.10. Port C-2 Collapse, before (left) and after (right) (Source: u/windreaper via
Reddit).
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6.7 Coastal Protection

Coastal protection structures, including levees and seawalls, appear to have performed well
overall. The Lafayette Daily Advisor reported the only failures as occurring to levees in Alliance,
LA and Lafitte, LA, while the White Ditch levee in Plaquemines Parish was overtopped but
remained intact.

6.8 Offshore Oil and Gas Platforms

The U.S. Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE)
monitored Oil and Gas Activities in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) in anticipation and in response to
Hurricane Ida. Starting on August 27, each day, BSEE’s Hurricane Response Team reported on
the following, based on monitored oil and gas operations in the Gulf. Daily reports from August
27 to September 8 may be found as indicated below. Daily reports will continue to be presented
based on input from offshore operators and other state and federal agencies until normal
operations resume. The oil and gas industry has not made available detailed information on
platforms in the GOM nor on their state of damage or performance during Ida. They have also
not made available information such as wind speeds, wave heights, etc. Rather, BSEE has
summarized operator reports from 25 to 41 companies each day in an aggregated format.

6.8.1 Manned Production Platforms
There were 560 on-site operated production platforms in the GOM prior to Hurricane Ida. These
platforms remain in the same location over an entire project’s duration; they are not moved from
location to location like drilling rigs. On 29 August and 30 August, as many as 288 of these
manned production platforms were evacuated; this represents 51.4% of the manned platforms.
As of 17 September, 41 remain evacuated (7.3% of the 560 manned production platforms).

6.8.2 Drilling Rigs
There were 11 drilling rigs operating in the GOM prior to Hurricane Ida. These rigs are not
dynamically positioned (non-DP rigs) and include jackup rigs, platform rigs, all submersibles and
moored semisubmersibles. Over three days, 28-30 August, all 11 of these drilling rigs had been
evacuated of personnel.  As of 17 September, all of the rigs have their personnel back on site.

6.8.3 Dynamically Positioned Rigs (DP Rigs)
There were 15 DP rigs operating in the GOM prior to Hurricane Ida. These rigs maintain their
location by using thrusters and propellers during well operations. They are not moored to the
seafloor and can move off location in a relatively short time frame. Personnel can remain
onboard these rigs, which can return to the original location once the storm has passed. From
27-28 August, 11 of the 15 DP rigs had been moved off-location and out of the path of the
hurricane as a precaution. As of 17 September, 2 of these DP rigs remain at their moved
locations.
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6.8.4 Oil and Gas Production Shut In
As part of evacuation protocols such as during Hurricane Ida, shut in procedures are executed.
These include closing subsurface safety valves beneath the sea floor to prevent the release of
oil or gas and protect the marine/coastal ecosystem. Production from wells is then shut in. As
shown in Figure 6.11, on 29 August, as much as 1,740,850 BOPD (barrels of oil per day) was
shut in, representing 95.7% of total oil and gas production in the GOM. As of 17 September, the
shut-in production was still at 23.2% of pre-Ida levels. On 31 August, as much as 2,107 MCFD
(million cubic feet per day) of gas was shut in, representing 94.5% of total production. As of 17
September, the shut-in gas production was still at 34.3% of pre-Ida levels.

Figure 6.11. Offshore structure performance and shut-in production around the days preceding
and following Hurricane Ida’s making landfall.  Recovery rates for the different

performance/functionality measures summarized in the figure give a sense of the resilience of
the GOM oil and gas energy sector.
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7.0 Current Conditions and Access

7.1 Power Outages

By 8:30 pm on Sunday (29 August), local news media reported that “all of New Orleans [was]
without power due to ‘catastrophic damage’ to Entergy’s transmission system” (4WWL, 2021).
Nearly half (1.06 million) of all customers for all electric providers in Louisiana and roughly ten
percent (112 thousand) of all customers in Mississippi experienced power outages as indicated
in Figure 7.1 (Robinson, 2021). The approximate location of the collapsed transmission tower
from Figure 6.1 is shown with a yellow pin.

Figure 7.1. Power outage maps for Louisiana (left) and Mississippi (right) as of 29 August at
8:30pm (Source: poweroutage.us).

7.2 Water and Sanitation Disruption

At its peak, the Louisiana Department of Health recorded water outages resulting from Ida
affecting a population of over 672,000 across 168 public water systems in 16 parishes (Phillips
2021). Boil-water advisories affected an additional 101,000 people in 42 water systems across
10 parishes (Gee, 2021). In Mississippi, damage from Hurricane Ida resulted in boil-water alerts
affecting nearly 7,500 people in 7 public water systems across 6 counties (MSDH, 2021). The
primary causes for these water outages and boil notices were line breaks due to uprooted trees,
power outages that caused a loss of water pressure, and damage to water treatment facilities
including chlorine disinfection chambers.
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8.0 Recommended Response Strategy
Based on the information gathered by this Preliminary Virtual Reconnaissance Report (PVRR),
StEER offers the following recommendations for future study.

1. Conduct a rigorous evaluation of the performance of pre- vs post-2007
construction across all building occupancy categories within Louisiana. Since
Hurricane Ida was not a design level event for post 2007 construction, there should be a
distinct difference in performance at the 2007 mark when the statewide building code
was initiated, so long as enforcement was nominally uniform across the parishes and
municipalities.

2. Investigate more fully the performance of power infrastructure across both
transmission and distribution networks, with particular focus on the failure of the
eight transmission lines feeding power to New Orleans. The FAST-1 street-level
panoramic imagery captured thousands of downed and still standing poles throughout
the affected region, and also captured hundreds of images via UAV and DSLR of the
failed transmission tower across the Mississippi River from New Orleans. These images
are a data-rich resource of the post-hurricane geometry of the failed tower and they will
be valuable for recreating the failure sequence of the transmission tower.

3. Evaluate the downstream functionality impacts of minor to moderate structural
damage in critical facilities and schools. Hurricane Ida damaged many fire stations,
hospitals and schools. The observable exterior damage also may have led to interior
damage to the building structure and loss of building contents, much of which is not
quantified (see following bullet). How such damage translates to functionality disruption
of the facilities themselves, and long-term recovery of the surrounding communities
dependent on them, is not well understood and is particularly important for hospitals
treating a high volume of COVID-19 cases.

4. Quantify interior damage due to rainwater ingress. Roof cover damage was
extensive throughout the impacted area, and secondary water barriers were rarely
observed. Follow-up surveys, and collaborative partnerships with the insurance industry,
or other methods are needed to quantify resulting interior damage and develop transfer
functions between exterior roof cover damage and interior water damage. Such data
should also be related to the specific benefits of using secondary water barriers in both
commercial and residential construction, and to current code requirements for secondary
water barriers.

The topics identified above require further field assessments with teams of trained personnel
conducting in-person documentation and forensic evaluations. However, the dire humanitarian
and pandemic conditions in the region, including a shortage of hotels, rental cars, gas and
running power/water, make it infeasible to bring teams into the region at this time without
considerable logistical challenges and stress on the affected population. As such, StEER is
modifying its Tier 3 response as follows:
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1) Expanding the street-level panoramic imaging dataset

StEER has been in communication with other teams collecting data in the area and has made
arrangements to secure street-level panoramas in critical areas like Grand Isle from these
teams. This street-level data, coupled with the improved aerial imagery from NOAA and the Civil
Air Patrol, will form a dataset that can still support learning from this hurricane without sending
additional teams into the area.

2) Conducting virtual assessments.

Armed with this data, StEER will lead an effort to virtually execute performance assessments for
a sampling of buildings along our imaging routes. This will yield a representative sample that will
be included in the dataset curated in DesignSafe and can be published as a synthesis of the
documented performance under this hurricane. The dataset will also aid StEER in developing
machine-augmented data enrichment workflows to speed the processing of data following major
events.

3) Guiding observation-informed proposal development.

During the time that virtual assessments are being conducted under 2 above, affected
communities in Louisiana will likely recover some functionality and begin resetting some of its
affected population. In anticipation that well-coordinated in-person data collection will be feasible
in the near future, StEER will work with members leading these virtual assessments to develop
and submit competitive research proposals for longitudinal data collection and analysis
leveraging the preliminary datasets.
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https://www.wafb.com/2021/08/29/curfews-place-due-hurricane-ida/
https://www.wwltv.com/article/weather/hurricane/list-hurricane-ida-curfews/289-e07819a9-1de5-43b2-8e64-42328f1ad7df
https://www.wwltv.com/article/weather/hurricane/list-hurricane-ida-curfews/289-e07819a9-1de5-43b2-8e64-42328f1ad7df
https://twitter.com/WWLTV/status/1432140221714477057?s=19
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